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4. STRUCTURAL OPERATORS AND INTERTWINING THEOREMS 
The object of this section is to generalize the concept of structural 
operators as introduced by Delfour-Manitius [6] and Manitius [17] to 
system (2.16). We shall see in the forthcoming section the important role 
played by those operators in the state space theory of delay systems. in 
addition, they provide a relationship between the two semigroups S(t) and 
S“(O) and a simplified spectral theory. Finally they naturally enter into the 
formulation of the explicit conditions for controllability and observability. 
Recall the notation 
Z’ = ET’ x L’(0, T; W) x L’(0, T; Rk), l<r<rj,n>l,k>l, 
for some T > 0. In this section the semigroup {S(t) 1 (resp. {ST(t)}) is 
defined on MP, 1 6 p < co (resp. MY, 1 6 q < cx: ). When the indices p and q 
are conjugate 
P ‘sq ‘=l, l<p<x, l<q<;r-, 
the dual semigroup {s*(t)} (resp. {S’*(t)}) is viewed as a semigroup on 
Z* (resp. ZP) after identifying the elements of the dual (Z”)’ (resp. (Zy)’ I 
with those of Zy (resp. ZP). 
4.1. The Structural Operator F 
For 1 dp < ‘CC, consider the system 
AL\-, - NJ, = 0, 
(1) 
There are many ways to introduce the structural operator F and its four 
composing operators. Intuitively it mathematically describes the way the 
system combines and transforms the initial conditions over the first time 
interval ((0, h). To see this, separate the solution (9, y) E L”(O, T; I@) x 
W’.p(O, T; KY’) from the initial functions 4’ and 4’: 
(2) 
The right-hand side of the first two equations can be viewed as a pair of 
functions in the product space Lp(O, h; [W”) x Lp(O, h; [Wk) since, for h finite, 
they are both zero for t > h. Note that the four constituting terms 
individually make sense. So it is natural to reverse the time t to 8 = -t and 
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individually defme the following four “constituting structural operators” 
which will be the building blocks of the “structural operator F” of 
Definition 4.2. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Given p, 1 6p < co, we associate with 4 in 
Lp( -h, 0; R”) the function 
(j%)(a) = (JfeO $M -cf.), crEZ(-h,O). (3) 
It is an Lp( -A, 0; Rn) function which generates a continuous linear map 
B: LP( -h, 0; W) + tP( -h, 0; W). (4) 
Similarly we associate with 9, ‘9JI, and % the functions @, nil/, and Nq5 
for d in Lp( -h, 0; Rn) and t,Q in Lp( - h, 0; Rk) and the continuous linear 
maps L, A, and N. 
With the above definitions, the right-hand side of (2) becomes 
(%-~d2)(-f) 
I 
t~z(O h) 
(17q5’+Lq52)(-t) ’ 
and zero for t > h. This information can be organized as a single operator. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Given p, 1 <p < co, we associate with 
4 = (4O, $‘, 4’) E Zp = i-3” x Lp( -h, 0; R”) x Lp( -h, 0; Rk) 
the element F# of Zp 
and the continuous linear transformation F of Zp which will be referred to 
as the structural operator associated with system (1). 
Since the space Zp is a product of three spaces, the structural operator F 
can also be viewed as a 3 x 3 matrix of operators IO 0 
F- 0 R L [ 1 (Z= identity in Rn). (5b) 0 iv -A7 
In a completely analogous way, we can associate with the “transposed 
system” of Definition 3.2, the structural operators 
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constructed from 
/f’eo, LYTeO, WTeO, tRTeo 
and the structural operator FT on Zy, 1 d q < X, 
FT(l+bO, l/l’, $2) = ($0, RTl)’ + rnTl+P, L_T$l- liTTIp) 
and its associated 3 x 3 matrix of operators 
(6a 1 
(6b) 
The following lemma gives further insight into the structure of F and its 
relationship to FT. 
LEMMA 4.1. Fixp, l<p<oo,anditsconjugateq,q ‘+p-‘=l 
(i) For each’ 4 in C,.( -h, 0; W), 
and an analogous result holds for L, M, and N. 
(ii) The dual operators H*, L*, M*, N*, and F* of H, L, M, N, and F 
und the operators RT, i;‘, MT, NT, and F7 coincide 
jJ* = n7‘, L* z.z ET, Jp = MT, p = NT, F*=F7. (8) 
ProqfI Straightforward generalization to 1 <p < m of the proof given 
by DelfourManitius [.5] for p = 2. 1 
Remark 4.1. Expression (7) could also be used to define R (resp. L, A, 
E) and F. However, we feel that Definition 4.1 is more constructive and 
less artificial than expression (7). 
4.2. Characterization of the Semigroup {S’*(t)} and Intertwining Theorems 
The next theorem gives a complete characterization of the dual 
semigroup {S”(t)} of {S’(t)} in terms of the structural operators. This 
leads to the so-called intertwining theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Fix p, 1 < p < co, and its conjugate q, q ’ + p ’ = 1 
(i) For all 5 = (to, {‘, 5’) in Zp and all t 3 0, 
S'*(t) <=F(y(t), (eO, y),, (e",x),)+ (0, 7(f) 4', 7(t) t2)~ZP, (9) 
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where (x, y) E Z&(0, GO; Rk) x W/$(0, 00; R”) is the solution of the system 
[YJleO,x-%e: y](t)= (eTht2)( -t), t > 0, 
[y-SeO,y-YeO,x](t)=(e;h<‘)(-t), Y(O) = to, 
(10) 
and z(t) is the right translation operator 
CT(t) ul(W = (e?u)(Q - t), t3EZ( -h, 0), (11) 
for an arbitrary function u defined on Z( -h, 0). 
(ii) When [ = Fr$ for some 4 in Zp, then 
s’*(t) f’4 = fly(t), y,, xt), t 20. (12) 
Proof See Appendix C. 1 
THEOREM 4.2 (Intertwining). Fix p, 1 <p < co, and its conjugate q, 
qq’ +p-l = 1. Denote by AT* the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup 
(ST*(t)} on Zp. Then the ,following properties holds and are equivalent: 
(i) S’*(t)Fr+6=FS(t)& V~EZ~. 
(ii) FD(A)cD(AT*) and A’*Fd=FA@, VIED. 
(iii) For all < in the resolvent set of A, 
WC, AT*) Fd = WI, A) d, Qd E Zp, 
where R(c, A) = [[Z-A] -’ and R([, AT*) = [[Z-AT*] -I. 
Proof See Appendix C. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Fix p, 1 <p< co, and q, qq’ +p-’ = 1. Zf {S*(t)} is the 
dual semigroup of {S(t)} with infinitesimal generator A*, the following 
properties hold and are equivalent: 
(i) S*(t) F*q3 = F*ST(t) 4, Vd E Zy. 
(ii) F*D(AT) c D(A*) and F*AT4 = A*F*$, t/d E D(A’). 
(iii) For all [ in the resolvent set of AT, 
NC, A*) F*4 = F*NI, ATI 4, vq5 E zy. 
4.3. Characterization of the Infinitesimal Generators AT* and A* 
We give several characterizations of A’* and A*. The proof of the 
theorem in Appendix C is long and delicate and uses a number of technical 
lemmas which can be useful elsewhere (in particular in Sect. 6). 
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THEOREM 4.3. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are ver$ed. 
(i) If ~ED(A**), the solution (x, y) qfsystem (10) has the following 
properties: 
YE w;;g, a; [Wn), Y(O) = co> .XE w”;go, x; Rk). (13) 
(ii) All the elements [ = (co, i’, i2) af D( A ‘*) are giuen /I!* 
[‘(a) = (‘(a) - ?‘” d,q[O- j” d,,l.p, 
1 7 (14) 
(‘(cl) = <2(E) + j0 d,p(0 - Lo d&“, 
1 -1 
,for arbitrary i” E IV’, to E Rk and 
5 ’ E W’,“( -h, 0; W), p E w’q -h, 0; R” ), 
(‘(-h)=Hp+LrO, ~2(-h)=(V&,j/f~J, p(o) = 0, 
(15a) 
,for h ,finite, and 
<' E W";f( - 33, 0; W), i', D('ELp(-X,O; W) 
i” E w:;g - 30, 0; lw), (“, 05’ E L”( - x, 0; Rk), (2(O) = 0 
(15b) 
,fbr h infinite. The element A*‘[ is independent af’the representation of’: in 
terms af’ (to, t’, <‘), 
AT*c = (t’(O), -D<‘, -Dt’). (16) 
(iii) The domain D(A**) of A** is 
i = fY4’(0), d’, 4’) + (0, (1/l, V)? 
; q5’, II/’ E I+“.“( - h, 0; KY’), d2, ‘+k’ E I+“.“( -h, 0; Rk), (17) 
$‘(-h)=0,11/2(-h)=0,$2(0)=Mqb2-N~’ 
and the element A’*[ of Zp, 
AT*i =F(H@ + Lq%‘, D$‘, Dd2) + &b’(O), -Dlc/‘, -D$‘) (18) 
is independent qf the chosen representation of < in t(‘rms of c$‘, @, (I’, and 
lp. 
(iv) The operator A T’ and its domain can also he characterized as 
r 
~=F~+(O,II/‘+L~,~‘-~~;~~),~ED(A), 
D( A ‘*) = [ rl/’ E W’.P( -h, 0; KY), ‘,b’, 5 E I+“.“( -h, 0; R”), i 
i 
(19) 
$I(-h)=O, $‘(-h)=O, $‘(O)=M< 
A7‘*‘i=FAcj+($‘(0)+L&DIC,‘+LDc”,-D$*-MDr). (20) 
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ProoJ: See Appendix C. [ 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are verified. 
Then the analogue of Theorem 4.3 holds for A*. 
(i) In particular 
! 
i = F*w(O), 4’,4”) + (0, ~‘~ ‘k2)? 
D(A*) = c I$‘, t,b’ E W1xp( -h, 0; IV’), 42, t+b’ E W1.p( -h, 0; Rk), 
t,b1(-h)=0,11/2(-h)=0,11/2(0)=MT~2-L=~1 
and 
A*[ = F*(HTdl + NT$*, D4’, D4*) + &b’(O), -D$‘, -D$‘) (22) 
is independent of the representation of [ in terms of 4’, d*, II/‘, and $‘. 
(ii) Equivalently 
D(A*) = 
/ 
~=F*~+(O,ICI’+~*~,~C~*--*~),~ED(A~), 
[ I,+’ E W1.p( -h, 0; IV), I++~, r E W1*p( -h, 0; Wk), (23) 
$‘(-h)=0,1C/2(-h)=0,$2(0)=MT~ 
and 
A*[=F*ATd+($l(0)+NT[,-D$l+x* D<,-D$‘-li;r* 05). (24) 
4.4. The Structural Operator G 
In this section assume that the memory is finite: 
O<h<m. (25) 
The structural operator G first introduced by Manitius [17] is a natural 
companion of the operator F. We define its analogue for system (2.16). 
DEFINITION 4.2. (i) Fix p, 1 <p < co. The structural operator G is the 
continuous linear transformation of Zp defined by 
W = (Ah), Yh, x/z), (26) 
where (x, y) is the solution in Lp(O, h; Rk) x W’,p(O, h; R”) of the system 
[‘illlet, x - YleO, y](t) = q4’( -t), t E CO, hl, 
[I;-Se”, y-YeO,x](t)=f$‘(-t), Y(O) = 4”. 
(27) 
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(ii) The structural operator G ’ is the continuous linear transfor- 
mation of Zy defined by 
CT@ = (w(h), wh, z,,), (28 1 
where (z, w) is the solution in Ly(O, h; Rk) x W’,y(O, h; IF?) of the system 
[W’e”, z - zTeo, w](t) = I)‘( -t) 
[~,-~~‘hO,w-~~eO,2](t)=II/‘(-t)), w(0) = $0. 
(29) 
THEOREM 4.4. Fix h, 0 < h < a, p, 1 <p < s, and its conjugate 
P ‘+q ’ = 1. Then tf the elements of (Zp)’ are ident{fied with those ?f Zy. 
G* = G’. (30) 
Proof See Appendix C. 1 
THEOREM 4.5. Fix h, 0 < h < co and p, 1 <p < x. Then 
(i) Im G = gp & {(do, d’, d2) E Zp / d’ E W’xP( -h, 0; KY’), 4” = 
d’(O) 1. 
(ii) Ker G= (0). 
(iii) The operator G: Zp + BYp is an isomorphism when %Y is endowed 
with the norm 
lI4ll::= lld’ll”W~.p+ IImP 
Proof See Appendix C. 1 
(31) 
COROLLARY 1. Fixh, O<h<co, q, ldq<%. Then 
(i) Im G=gq. 
(ii) Ker GT= (O}. 
(iii) The operator GT: Zy + Bq is an isomorphism when &Y is endowed 
with the .&Y-norm defined by (3 1). 
THEOREM 4.6 (Intertwining). Fix h, 0 < h < ‘r), p, 1 <p < ‘xj, and its 
conjugate q. The following properties hold and are equivalent: 
(i) s(t) G=Gs’*(t) in Zp. 
(ii) GD(AT*)cD(A) and GAT*d=AG#, V~ED(A=*). 
(iii) For all p in the resolvent set of A“* 
WP, A) W = Wp, A ‘*) 4, v’d E zp. 
Proof See Appendix C. 1 
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COROLLARY 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.6, the following 
properties hold and are equivalent: 
(i) S’(t) CT= GTS*(t) in Zy. 
(ii) GTD(A*)cD(AT) and GrA*d=ATGTd, VIED. 
(iii) For all p in the resolvent set of A* 
R(p,AT)GT~=GTR(p,A*)~, v$d E zq. (32) 
Remark 4.3. The continuous linear bijection G: Zp + ap has a con- 
tinuous inverse G ~ ‘: BP + Zp. The same statement is true for the operator 
GT: Zy + By. So from the corollary to Theorem 4.5, S’(t) GZq = %Y and 
S*(t) = (GT)-’ S’(t) CT. (33) 
This means that the semigroup {S*(t)} is completely equivalent to {F(t)} 
and can be characterized by the simple semigroup {S’(t)}. 
4.5. Relation between the Operators F and G 
We complete the study of the structural operators F and G by 
THEOREM 4.7. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.6. 
GF= S(h) in Zp, (34) 
GTF* = ST(h) in Zy. (35) 
Proof See Appendix C. [ 
COROLLARY 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.6, the solution (x, y) 
in Lp(O, h; IQ!‘) x W’~p(O, h; W) of 
Mx, - ivy, = 0, 
j(t) - Hy, - Nx, = 0, (Y(O), Yet x0) = (do> 4’3 9’) 
is identically zero zf and only zf I$ = (do, d’, 4’) E Ker F. 
(36) 
5. STATE SPACE THEORY OF SYSTEMS WITH CONTROL DELAYS 
We now introduce a control variable in our system. We include in our 
formulation a control operator allowing delays in that variable. Keeping 
the same notation and hypotheses as in Theorem 2.1, the control system is 
defined in the following way: 
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Mx, - Ny, = B, u, + g(t), ge L&,(0, =; Wk), 
j(t) - Hv, - Lx, = Bou, +f(t), .fg L&(0, m; [WnL (1) 
(.v(O)~ .YO? x0, U”) = (4, lV)> 1v E LP( -h, 0; R”‘), f$EZ”. 
for some integer m 3 1 and continuous linear maps 
B,: C,( -h, 0; R”‘) + RBk, 
(2) 
B,,: C,( -h, 0; KY) -+ R”. 
As in Lemma 2.1 we associate with B, and B,, n x m and k x m matrices /I,) 
and /?, of regular real Bore1 measures uch that 
Define also for T > 0 the continuous linear extensions 
Sc8o: Lp( -h, T; IX”‘) + L”(0, T; RI”). 
.&?‘,: Lp( -h, T; W) --+ Lp(O. T; R”) 
(4) 
of the maps defined by 
t%)(t) = Bout, 
(51 
(.B, u)(t) = B, u,, u E C, (0, T; IF!“‘). 
Finally the maps B, and B, also generate the structural operators 
B,,: L”( -h, 0; KY) -+ L”( -h, 0; W), 
B,: L”( -h, 0; R’,) + L”( -h, 0; R’), (6, 
(&w)(r) = (.q)eo w)( --Ix), (B,w)(x)=(.s~,~” I+.)(-x), rEI(-h.0). 
5.1. Stcrte Equation 
With the above new (but natural) definitions in mind we go back to 
system (1) and separate the solution X, y and the control u on [0, x [ from 
the initial functions q3’, d2, and u’, 
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The true initial condition to system (7) is 
and it is natural to introduce the state 
a(t) = (y(t), Ry, + Ix, + Bout, ivy, - iat + l?*ut), (9) 
i(t) = F(y(t), Y,> xt) + (0, BOG 6%). (10) 
It is the same idea as in Theorem 4.1 where we have introduced the dual 
semigroup { Sr*( t) } f rom system (4.10). This suggests that we embed 
system (1) into the larger family of control systems of the form 
[YJk0,x-%e0, y](t) = [B,eO, u](t) +g(t) + [e;Y’]( -t), 
[j-XeO, y-Ye~x](t)= [Lh?oe~u](t)+f(t)+ [e;h(‘](-t), (11) 
Y(O) = to> r=(tO, [‘,p)EZP, t>o. 
More generally if the initial time is s 2 0, we shall consider the following 
system: 
[YJle.;x--9le~; y](f)= [B’le”,u](t)+g(t)+ [e;h[2](s-l), 
[j-YTe”,y-~e~x](t)=[~oe”+u](t)+f(t)+[e~h~’](s-f), (12) 
y(s) = to, (I E zp, t > s. 
Denote by x(t; S, 4) and ~(t; S, <) the solution of system (12) at time t b S. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Given the initial condition 5 E ZP at time s > 0, the 
state of system (12) at time t 3 s is defined as follows 
4t; s, t) = Ft:(y(t), (e-T+ Y),, (e”, xl,) + (0, Bo(e”, uh, B,(eC u),) 
+ (0, t(t-s) (‘, z(t-s) t2). (13) 
Remark 5.1. If there exists 4 E ZP and w E LP( -h, 0; Rm) such that 
(=Iq+(O, Bow, B,w), (14) 
then the state (13) for s=O coincides with the state we defined in (10). 
We now give the main theorem which says that the state a(t) is the 
solution of a differential equation without delays in the state and control 
variables. To do this we introduce some additional notation. 
Denote by V the domain D(A ‘) of the semigroup {S’(t)} endowed with 
the graph norms of AT. Let 
j: V+Zy (15) 
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be the canonical injection of V into Zy. Denote by {S;(t)} the semigroup 
on V which is defined as the restriction to V of the semigroup {ST(t) ] 
.Kmt) 4 = mM, QI$E V. (16) 
THEOREM 5.1. Fix p, 1 <p < a3, its conjugate q and the maps H, L, M. 
N, B,,, B, . Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are vertfied. Given 
,f’~ Lf,,(O, X; I?‘), g E Lf,,(O, co; If@), 5 E Zp we have the ,foNowing results. 
(i) For all O<r<s< t, 
.C( t; r, <) = .?( t; s, i(s; r, < )). (17) 
(ii) For all s > 0, the function 
t ++ qt; s, 5): [O, CL [ + Z” (18) 
is continuous. 
(iii) For all t>s30 and all (EZJ’, 
j*.t(t)=S:.(t-s)*j*[+j’Sl(t-r)* [(B’)*~(r)+;5~~(,f(r),g(r)]dr, (19) 
krhere Br and 6, are the continuous linear maps 
B7: V-r KY’, B’(d’, d’, 4’) = B;& + B;&, 
d,,: R” x Rk + v’, (dO(ul 1 aI), 4) ~,.,,=a,.~‘(0)+az.(6’(0), 
(20) 
Mlhere V’ denotes the topological adjoint 
(iv) The ,function a(. , s, t) is the solution of the d!f$wntial equation 
-$ (.~(f),jlCl)-(,~(t),AT~) 
=~(t).B~$+f(t)+‘(O)+g(t)+(O)~ Q$E V. (21) 
(v) For all T > s, the state 2 on [s, T] is the unique solution in the 
space 
% ‘(s, T; Zp, V’) = y E C(s, r ZP) f ,j*>l E L”(.s, T; V’) 
(,j* the topological transpose of j) to the equation 
i j*.<(t) = (AT)* -2(t) + (BT)* u(t)+&(,f(t), g(t)) in v’, 
i(s) = 5. 
Proqf: See Appendix D. [ 
(22) 
(23) 
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Remark 5.2. It is interesting to compare formula (5.19) for the state 
a(t) for u = 0, 5 = F& and s = 0 
j*i(t) =j*F(y(t), y,, x,) = j*S’(t)* F4 +I’ St(t- r)* 6,(f(r), g(r)) dr 
0 
(24) 
with formula (2.31). It indicates that the choice of state a(t) is probably 
more natural than the choice of (y(t), y,, x,). 
5.2. Examples l-6 
It is useful to go back to the examples given in the Introduction to 
appreciate the role played by the structural operators and the nature of the 
state a(t). 
Recall the definition of the structural operator 
F(d’, q4’, 4’) = (4’, I@’ + @‘, @’ - &@‘) 
and the definition (13) of the state i(t) 
-;-Cl) = KY(~), Y,, x,1 + (0, Bout, B~u,)> 
where the initial condition is of the form 
[=Fq4+(O,&w, B,w). 
This corresponds to our initial control system (1). 
In Examples 1-3, 
Mb = 4(O), WJ = d(O)> L = 0, B,=O, B, =O. 
As a result L = 0, B, = 0, B, = 0, but also R = 0 and N = 0 since 
and 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(N4)(cO =!“, &v&O-a) = 0, -h<a<O, 
for all q8 in C,.( - h, 0; W). Therefore 
W”, d’, d2) = (do, @‘t 0) 
and 
i(t) = (Y(f), RY,T 0). 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
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So we can quotient out of the last component and we recover the usual 
theory in the product space 
MP = R” x L”( -h, 0; R”). 
In Examples 446, 
W = 4(O), L = 0, H = 0, B,=O, B, =O, (33) 
and the corresponding structural operators are 0. So 
F(qP, $L+‘, 4’) = ((is”, 0, -MqF, (34) 
and 
-i-(t) = (y(t), 0, -la,). (35) 
Again the zero component in the middle can be quotiented out 
6. STATE SPACE THEORY FOR SYSTEMS WITH 
DELAYS IN CONTROL AND OBSERVATIONS VARIABLES 
The last example in Section 1 is of very special interest in Control 
Theory since it simultaneously involves delays in state, control, and obser- 
vation variables. 
First, we shall show that it is a special case of the general model of Sec- 
tion 5. In a second step we shall construct the observation operator which 
makes it possible to view systems with delays in state, control, and obser- 
vation variables as an infinite dimensional time-invariant linear system 
with unbounded control and observation operators 
k(t)=Ax(t)+Bu(t), 
x(0) = x0, (1) 
z(t)=Cx(t)+Du(t), 
where the operators A, B, C, and D are typically described as follows. The 
operator A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
semigroup {S(t)} of class C, on a Hilbert space H. The observation 
operator C: D(A) + Z is continuous from the domain D(A) of A into a 
Hilbert space of observation Z. The dual B*: D(A*) -+ U of the control 
operator B is continuous from the domain D(A*) of the infinitesimal 
generator A* of the dual semigroup {S*(t)} into a Hilbert space of 
controls U. The operator D is linear and continuous from U into Z. 
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6.1. Incorporation of the Observation Equation in the State Space Model. 
We add an observation equation to Eq. (5.1). This unfortunately requires 
a new observation variable and new operators. We choose to use indices 
rather than a completely new notation. First, we add a subscript 1 to the 
dimension k, the variable x, the initial function 4” and the operators L, 44, 
N, and B, in Eq. (5.1), 
.9(t) - fb, - L,(x,), = BOG 
Ml(xl),-NI.Yl=B,,% 
b(O), YO) = (do, 4’) E KY x Lp( -h, 0; R”), 
(x,)~ = q5; E Lp( -h, 0; R“l), uo=wELP(-h,O;IW). 
(2) 
We introduce the observation equation 
X2(f) = N, Yt - MAX,), + B124 
in I@, k, 3 1, and the continuous linear maps 
(3) 
N, : C,( -h, 0; W) + I??=*, 
M,: C,( -h, 0; R”‘) + Rk2, (4) 
B,,: C,( -h, 0; KY’) -+ II+. 
This accounts for linear observations of the delayed variables y, x,, and U. 
In view of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, the variable x2 belongs to 
LP(O, co; Rk) and for each T> 0 the input-output map 
$4, w, u -+ x2: 
[W”xL~(-hh,O;[W”)xLP(-hh,O;[Wk’)~Lp(O,T;(Wm)-,LP(O,T;[Wk2) (5) 
is linear and continuous. 
Equations (2) and (3) can be combined to obtain a system similar to our 
original one 
P(t) - HY, - CL, 2 01 
(Xl), [ 1 (x2), = Bou,, 
where IO is the continuous linear map 
(6) 
lo: C,( -h, 0; I@) + IF@*, Iolcl= Ii/(O). (7) 
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Define 
k=k,+k,, x(t) = (81 
and denote by Rk the product space Rkl x IWk?. Introduce (in matrix form 
the new maps 
M=[;; 1”,], N=[f;], B,=[;:j, L=[L,,OI. (9 
With the above notation and definitions system (2) and its observation 
equation (3) are exactly of the same form as the system (2.1) studied in 
Section 5 and the same state space theory applies. Note that if the map 
M,: C( -h, 0; Rk’) + R”’ (10) 
generates an isomorphism 
‘VI, et : Lp(O, T; E@) + Lp(O, T; @I), (II) 
the new map 
M: C( -h, 0; Rk’ x Rk?) + Rkl x Rk? (12) 
generates in turn an isomorphism 
‘i&o,: Lp(O, T; Rkf x Rk2) --f L”(0, T; Rkl x Rk2). (13) 
So the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are verified. The observation equation 
now become 
x2(t) = Px( t), (14) 
where P: [Wkl x Rk2 + Rk2 is the projection of the second component of X( t ) 
onto Rkl. 
It turns out that it is not more difficult to consider system (2) with a 
general initial condition 
[ = (lo, <I, if) E Z$’ = R” x Lp( -h, 0; W) x Lp( -h, 0; Rkl) (15) 
rather than [ = F,d, 4 = (4’, #‘, &) E ZI;, where F, is the structural 
operator represented by the matrix 
0 Ll 1 (161 -Ml 
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More precisely 
[j-Xe”, y-Yleo+x, -BoeO+u](t)= (eThc’)(-t), 
Y(O) = co, 
[w,e”,x,-(J1,eO,y-8,,e0,u](t)=(erh5:)(-t) 
for 24 in I&(0, co; RF). 
(17) 
THEOREM 6.1. For all T> 0, the map 
([, u) -+x2: 2: x Lp(O, T; IV) + LP(O, T; Rk2) (18) 
is linear and continuous. 
Now, by combining (17) and the observation equation (3) we have 
[j-2i?e”,y-dPe~x-?i?oe0,u](t)=(e;h[’)(-t), 
Y(O) = co, (19) 
[YJle0,x-‘JZeO, y-.9i?,e0,u](t)=(e~h~2)(-t), 
where the script operators 9, ‘$I, ‘%, and ~8, are constructed from the maps 
L, A4, N, and B, in (9) and the initial function 
[* = (if, [;) E Lp( -h, 0; II@ x I@*). (20) 
The structural operator F associated with system (19) is given by the 
matrix IO 0 r 1 OH L, (21) 0 Iv -A? 
where it is easily verified that 
since the structural operator 1, associated with IO is null 
I” = 0. 
So for initial conditions of the form 
i=% ~EZ~, 
(23) 
(24) 
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the state k(t) at time t is 
i(t) = (y(f), Ry, + Lx,, ivy, - ax,) + (0, B&, B, u,). 
In view of (22), 
(25) 
Hy, + E.Y, = Ry, + L,(x,),, 
1 
(26) 
and it is readily seen that the variable ,x2 or its initial function @ do not 
appear in .t(t). 
By construction the state 
.~(r)EZ”=[W”XL”(-h,O;(W”)xL”(-h,O;[W~lx[W”’) 
has three components 
i(t)= (i-O(t), i’(t), .2’(t)) 
and the last component can be further split into two 
i’( t ) = (i2’( t), P2( t)) E L”( -h, 0; Rkl ) x I,“( -h. 0; [WA?). 
This very last component is given by the expression 
.~“(t)=m,~~,-M,(~Y,),+~,,z1,, 
.f22( t) = iv2 J’, - M,(x, ), + II,, u,. 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
The variable Z”(t) is to be compared with the variable .r2(t) in the obser- 
vation equation .x,(t). Then the question which arises is whether or not the 
observation -u?(r) can be obtained from Z”(r) or the whole state .?(t) 
x2(t) 2 c-i(f) (31) 
by introducing an appropriate unbounded observation operator 
c: D(A T’) + R”‘. (32) 
Another possibility would be the introduction of C, a k2 x k, matrix k and 
a k, x m matrix B so that 
X*(t)=C~(t)+~.~,(r)+Bu(t). (33) 
6.2. Construction of the Observation Operators C and B 
We have mentioned at the beginning of Section 6 our motivation to 
transform our original problem into a system of the form (1). 
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In Section 6.1 we have motivated the construction of the state equation 
which is exactly the same as the one in Section 5. We now concentrate on 
the construction of the observation operator 
x2(t)= Ci(t) + lGxl(t) + Bu(t), 
c: D(A T*) -+ w, 8: KY-+ Rk2, A$ IWkl -9 R$. 
(34) 
As pointed out at the end of Section 6.1 the observation equation 
x*(t) = N* Y, - M*(x,)t + BnU, 
and the one for the second component a”(t) of a2(t), 
P(t) = iv1 y, - ii;i*(x,), + B,2u, 
(35) 
(36) 
are closely related. For instance, if we had the identities 
(N2dW) = N2$4 (H,Ic/)(O) = M2$, (B,,wW) = B,*w 
the choice of C and B would be relatively straightforward. 
Despite the fact that identities (37) are generally not true, it is possible to 
give a meaning to the quantities 
(aid), (M**)(o)? and (~12WW)~ 
where N,, M,, and B,, have an isolated atom at 0. 
LEMMA 6.1. Assume that the continuous linear maps N,, M,, and B,, 
can be decomposed in the following way 
N,b =Nz.040) + sp, devzd(Wt $EC,(-h,O;R”) 
B,,w = B,,,ow(O) + Jo, doPnw(@), WE&(-h,O;W) (37) 
Mz$ = M,,+(O) + jo, d,pz11/(@, @ E C,( -h, 0; E+) 
for some arbitrary k, x n matrix N,,,, n x m matrix B,,,, and k, x k, matrix 
M,,, and some arbitrary k, x n matrix v2, n x m matrix PI2 and k, x k, 
matrix p2 of regular Bore1 measqres such that 
lim Iv21 (C-601)=0, ,“-“, IP121 (C-501)=0, fifnoM (C-~,01)=0. 
E’O 
(38) 
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Then 
N24 = N2,od(O) + (@MO), Vq5ECO(-h,O;W), 
B,*w = Bl2.0 40) + (~,,W)(O)? VW E C,( -h, 0; RF), (39) 
M,rl/ = M2,obw) + (~ZIc/)(O)? V’Ic/ EC,( - h, 0; E@). 
Proof See Appendix E. 1 
The state .2(t) corresponding to system (19) is given in Definition 5.1 by 
the following expression 
.?(f) = (y(t), R(eO, y), + L(eO, x), + B,(eO, u),, N(e”, y), - ii;r(e!+ x), 
+ B,(e: u),) + (0, I i’, z(f) C2). (40) 
In particular 
-t2*(t)= N,(e", y),-M,(eO,x,),+ B,2(eO, u),+ r(t)[f. (41) 
When [“=O, x, and u are continuous and x,(O) = 0 and U(O) = 0. we can 
apply Lemma 6.1 and 
dt22(rNO) = N,(eO, y), - M,(e: x,), + B,,(e”+ u), + (e +“if)( --t) 
- N2.0dt) + Mz,o.x,(t) - B,,.o4f). 
Hence 
x2(r) = i22(t)(0) + N2,$‘(t) - M2,1j.~,(r) + B,z,ou(r). (42) 
This last construction suggests the following observation map 
c: D(C) c 2” + w, C(t’, ir’, (i-‘:, 5;)) = t:(O) + N2.<,4”, (43) 
where 
D(C)= {(to, 5’, (t:, i”:))EZ” / Si continuous in 0). (44) 
With that definition of C we could write 
x2(f) = CW - M2.0x,(f) + 4,.,W. (45 1 
The reader will note that it is not possible to incorporate the terms x,(r) 
and u(r) since, even under regularity conditions, the map 
40 -+ (.5(r), W) 
is generally not defined. The following example illustrates this point. 
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EXAMPLE 6.1. Let n=k,=k,= 1, m=2, 
3(t) = ffY, +x1(t), 
Y(O) = 0, y,=o, (x,),=0? 
xl(t) = u,(t), 
x2(t) = -x1(t) + uz(t). 
For this example, 
i(c) = (y(t), @J,, 0) 
and y does not depend on ul or u2. So there is no way to extract the 
observation 
x*(f)= -x,(t)+u,(t)=u,(t)-u,(t) 
from the state J?(Z). This example shows that generally 
for some operator C. Additional terms are required. 
In the last part of this analysis we give an alternate definition of the 
operator C and show that it is a continuous map from D(AT*) into Rk2 
without the hypothesis of Lemma 6.1 on N,. Then we show how to make 
sense of the observation equation (45). 
THEOREM 6.2. Assume that the maps M, and B,, have an isolated atom 
at 0 (hypotheses (37), (38) on M, and B12). 
(i) The map 
is well defined, linear, and continuous when D(AT*) is characterized by 
1 
i = F(4’(0), 4’3 0’) + (0, $I, Ic12)3 
D(AT’)= [ qb’, $‘E W’,p(-h,O; [w”),q5*,rl/*~ W1.p(-h,O; F?), 
i 
(47) 
t,b’(-h)=0,11/2(-h)=0,$2(0)=Mcj2-N~’ 
(cf. Theorem 4.3(iii) for the characterization of D(AT*)). If, in addition, N2 
has an isolated atom at 0, the map 
c -+ [z(O): D(AT*) + I@ (48) 
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is well defined, linear, and 
a = im + N2,0C0 and D(A 7’) c D(C). (49) 
(ii) Let 
r=F(~‘(0),~‘,~2)+(0,B,M;+~‘,B,M’+~2), 
q5 ' E I+","( - h, 0; KY), $ ' E C,( - h, 0; W ) n Lp( - h, 0: W), 
i M’ E C,( -h, 0; KY) n L*( -h, 0; IW), I$’ E U”.“( -h, 0 rW”). 
IC/‘ECo(-h,O;[Wk)nLp(-h,O;iW”) 
The map C extends from D(AT*) to S, and the extension (still denoted by 
CL 
i=F(~‘(0),~l,~2)+(0,B”~~+~‘,B,t~,+II,2) 
-Ci=N2~‘+[-~2~:+8,,~~+~:](0) (51) 
is well defined and linear as a map from S, into R/” 
Proof: See Appendix E. 1 
Remark 6.1. The operator C that we have constructed in the first part 
of the theorem coincides with the one conjectured in expression (43) when 
N, has an isolated singularity at 0. 
The first part of the theorem provides a justification in the construction 
(43). For 
iED(AT’), UE w;;go, m; W), u(0) = 0 (53) 
we know from semigroup theory that the state 
.? E Cloc(O, co; D(A T*)). (54) 
As a result the function 
t + Ci(t): [O, cc[ + Lw (55) 
is well defined and continuous. The next question is how is it related to the 
observation ,x2(t)? 
Recall that, by Theorem 4.3, for <ED(A~*), the solution (x, JJ) has the 
following properties 
J’E w;;f(O, co; W), Y(O) = co, .YE w:;go, Kc; lTv) (56) 
and a fortiori 
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Always by Theorem 4.3(iv) any [ in o(AT’) can be represented as 
i=Fcj+(0,+‘+L5,$2-M5) (58) 
for some 
LED, $1 E wq -h, 0; W), ltb2, 5E wq -h, 0; W), 
I)‘(-h)=O, I)‘( -h) = 0, l+b’(O) = M<. 
(59) 
Under the hypotheses (53) and (59) the pair (x, y) is the solution of 
Mx, - Ny, = Bou, + (erh$‘)( - t), Yo=d’, x,=q32+(, u,=o, u(O)=0 
j(t)-Hy,- Lx,=B,u,+ (e;+jl)( -t), Y(O) = 0”. (60) 
Define the functions 
f(t)=BoU,+(e,h~‘(-t), g(t)=B,u,+(eThrC12)(-t), t>O. (61) 
Note that 
~~ED(A)wI~~~-N~+=O 
and 
$2(O) = II45 * M((b2 + l!j) - Nqv = $2(O) = g(0). 
So all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2(ii) are verified, x(0) =d2(0)+ l(O), 
y(0) = d’(O) and 
x E w:;g -h, co; W), ye w;,$ -h, co; W). 
Moreover, the state 
i(r) =F(y(t), Y,, x,) + (0, $r)CII/’ + B,(eO, u),l, $t)C+‘+ B,(eO, uL1) (62) 
belongs to S, since 
I)‘( -h)=O, l+b”(-h)=O, and u(0) = 0. 
Therefore by Theorem 6.2(ii), 
C4t) = N2 Y, - C~2(xI),l(0) + (~(t)C$: + B12(e0, u),lW) 
= N2 Y, - M2(x,), + M2,0~l(t) + (e3M - t) 
+ B,,(eO, ~1, - B12,04f) 
and finally 
x,(t) = C-f(t) - MZ,OXI(~) + BI2,04f). 
(63) 
(64) 
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We now summarize our results. 
THEOREM 6.3. Assume that the maps Mz and B,z have an isolated 
singularity at 0. Then for all t > 0, 
;ED(A~*), UE w;;go, co; W’), u(0) = 0, (65 1 
the observation is given by 
x2(t) = Ci(t) - Mz.ox,(t) + B,r,ou(t). (66) 
It is clear from this analysis and Theorem 6.1 that the function C,? which 
makes sense for initial condition [ and control functions u satisfying (65) 
extends to a function %‘.2 for [ in Zp and u in Q&(0, <XX; lRm). As a result 
xx(f) = (wi)(t) - M,.ox,(t) + Bmdt). (67) 
When the delay structure in the observation equation (3) is such that 
MZ,o = 0, the matrix D in the general model (1 ) is B,>,“. If, in addition, 
D=B ,z,,,=O, we have a state space theory where the control does not 
appear in the observation equation. This type of result has direct 
implications in the associated linear quadratic control theory. 
APPENDIX C 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (i) Let (x, y) be the solution of system (4.10). 
Now consider the solution (z, ~2) of system (3.5) with g= 0, ,f=O and $ 
arbitrary in Zy. Identity (3.10) is verified by the two solutions and reduces 
to 
j’ ~(T-t)~[e;“~2](-t)dt+~7~n(T-t)~[e,”~’](-t)dt+~~~(T)~~” 
0 0 7‘ = c ( [6pre?,o II/’ - !lR’e’? I)‘]( T- t) x(t) 0 
We see a group of terms in 5 on one side and another group of terms in $ 
on the other side. The first group of terms becomes 
@=w(T).~~+~~~ {z(T+a).[e;h~2](u)+w(T+r).[e+h~‘](r)j dcc 
= <(dT), (e”, NIL, (eO,z),), (to, 5’, 5’)). (C.1) 
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Moreover 
0 = <(w(T), WTY zd, A> - ((0, (et $‘h, (e!! ti2jT), 1). 
By a simple change of variable 
In, (e”$‘)(T+a)-{‘(a)da=[nh $‘(e)~(e;Y’)(d-T)dO 
= w, T(me;ht’D. 
So finally 
0 = (ST(T) I), 5) - (Jj, (0, T(T)(e~Y’)~ Tv)(e;h~2w (C.2) 
The second group of terms becomes 
@ =$‘.y(T)+lnh [JZTe~$‘-%JlTeYIC/2](-a).(e0,x)(T+a)da 
Te4 $‘I( -a) .(eO, yj(T+ a) da 
=$“.y(T)+ (n+wI(/*, ( eO, x)=) + (IPt)’ + N’$‘, (e”, y)r) 
= Ic/“. y(T) + ($‘, CL?* (e”, xl,+ (BY* (CO, .Yb) 
+ ($2, (NT)* (eO, .vlT- (A’)* (eO,x),>. 
In view of identity (4.8) in Lemma 4.1, the last expression reduces to 
0 = (Ic/, KJJ(T), (eO, YL-, (4 XL). (C.3) 
Combining (C.2) and (C.3) we obtain for each T> 0 identity (4.9). 
(ii) When 5 = Fcj, then 
CT(~) t’](O) = (eTh[‘)(O- t) = e;h[I?qd’ + Lj’](O- t). 
It is easy to show by an argument of density of C, in Lp that 
CAfet d’l(t - 0) = [Q(eO d’),](Q), 
C9eY b’l(t- Q) = CL(eO d’),l(O), 
and that 
[T(f) 5’1 = 17(e” qh’), + L(eOd2),. 
By a similar technique 
[t(t) c2] = iV(eY q5’), - M(eO qS*)!. 
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As a result 
and from identity (4.9), 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
Proyf of Theorem 4.2. (i) is a consequence of Theorem 4.l(ii). 
(iii) is equivalent to (i) by using the integral formulae between the 
resolvent and the semigroup. Finally (ii) is equivalent to (i) by the follow- 
ing lemma which can be found in BernierManitius. 
LEMMA Cl. Let Y he a Banach space and K a continuous linear trans- 
formation ?f’ Y. Given two strongI)% continuous semigroups i T,( t ) ) unti 
{ T,(t) ) of bounded linear transformations on Y qf cluss C,, and their respec- 
tive infinitesimal generators B, and B,, the fbllowing statements ure 
rquiuulenl: 
(i) T,(t) K= KT,(t), t30, 
(ii) KD(B,)cD(B,) and B?K=KB, on D(B,). 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. (i) Recall from Theorem 4.1 that S”(t) i. is 
defined by 
F*(t) ( = i(t), 
where 2(t) is given by expression (4.9) 
.i?(t) = F(y(t), (PC: y),, (e(Lx),) + (0. T(t) ii, r(t) i”) 
and (x, ~2) is the solution of system (4.10) 
[‘JJeO,.r-%eO, y](t)= (e+“(‘)( -l), t > 0, 
[j-&e:y-.YeO,x)(t)=(e+“i’)(-t). J( 0) = y. 
cc.4 
(C.5 
(CA) 
Similarly for < in D(A “*) 
F*(t) A “( = f(t). ((2.7 
where 
&,=&l(t), (eo,w),, (e:t),)+(o, t(t)[A”il’, T(t,[A7-*i]*) (C.8 
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and (5, o)~Lfb,(O, co; Rk) x W,!$(O, co; R”) is the solution of the system 
[rrJleO,~-(Jleo,o](t)=(e;h[AT’i]2)(-t), t > 0, 
[cG-3Pe”,w-.Ye0,5](t)=(e;h[AT*[]1)(-t), 
w(0) = [A T*[]O. 
By definition of AT*, ,+J’, and [ in (C.4) and (C.7), 
i(t) = i + jr f(s) ds, Vt > 0. 
0 
As a result 
y(t) = 1’ + If w(s) ds 3 j = o and y E W:;f(O, co; KY), 
0 
R(eO, y), + L(eO, x), + z(t) i’ 
=[I+ j; {R( e”, w), + L(eO, 0, + z(s)[A ‘*(]‘} ds, 
N(eT y), - A(eO, x), + z(t) i2 
=p+ j; {rn( e”, co), - &?(e”, <), + T(s)[A~*[]~} ds. 
Define for t b 0 
Q(t) = j; w(s) ds, E(t) = j’ t(s) ds 
0 
and note that 
(C.9) 
(C.10) 
(C.11) 
(C.12) 
(C.13) 
(C.14) 
s 
’ (‘9Jle”, t)(s) ds = (‘9Jle”, Z)(t), [I (‘Se”, o)(s) ds = (%eO, Q)(t) 
0 
and similar identities for Xe”, o and Te”, 4. In addition 
s ‘iV(e:co),ds=N(eO+Q),, ~‘W(eO,ii),ds=lii(e~Z), 0 0 
and similar identities for i??(eO, o) and L(eO, <). 
By integrating (C.9) from 0 to t, we obtain 
[YJleO, E- %e0,Q](t) = 1’ (e;h[AT*i]2)( -s) ds, 
0 
(C.15) 
[si-~e0,Q--S?eO,- T](t)= [A’*[]‘+ji (e;h[AT*c]‘)(-s)ds. 
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Expression (C.12) and (C.13) can be rewritten in the form 
R(eO, y), + E(eO, x), + z(t) i’ 
and 
= [’ + IT(e”, Q), + t(eT Z ), + i“ T(s)[.~‘~‘[]’ ds 
0 
(C.16) 
N(eY+ y), - M(eO, x), + T(t) i2 
= <’ + N(eO+ Q), - b7(e”, 2 ), + j-’ s(s)[A7-‘(1’ ds. 
0 
(C.17) 
Consider the first equation in (C.6) evaluated at t-x instead of t for 
130 and ~EZ(-/z,O), 
[!Ne~x-!Re~y](t-cc)=(e;‘~~2)(~-t)=(~(t)~Z)(cx). (C.18) 
Note that 
[!lRe~.x](t-a)= [!Ule’ e”,.x](t-z)+ [Ylle: e’:x](t-2) 
= [!JJle’ (eO,x),](-z)+ [%&‘+.u](t-r) 
= [AT(e”, x),](cc) + [lYJle’+ .u](t - J) (C.19) 
and similarly 
IfleO, y](t - Y) = [N(e”, y),](cr) + [Se: y](t - 2). 
In view of (C.18) to (C.20) 
(C.20) 
(z(t) i2)(x) - [M(e”, x), - N(eT y),](a) = [‘iNme: x - Se: y](t - 3) (C.21) 
and this takes care of the left-hand side of (C.17). 
We repeat the same exercise for the first equation (C.15) evaluated in 
t-a. The difficulty is the integral term 
I 
I ? 
(eih[,4 ‘*(I*)( -s) ds= 
0 
~‘pr(e;h[AT*[]2)( -s) ds+ To [AT*[]* (0) do. 
-3 -1 
But 
1 
I -I 
(e;h[AT*(]2)( -s) ds= r(s) e+h[A ‘*[]‘ds (a). 
” ? I 
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By the same techniques we obtain 
i, 
I 
t(~)e;~[A~*(]~ds+N(eO,Q),-li;i(e0,Z),](a) 
0 
= [me: E- %e:Q](t--2)-j' [AT*[]2(8)d8. (C.22) 
1 
The final substitution of (C.21) and (C.22) into (C.17) yields the follow- 
ing identity for all t > 0 and CI E Z( -h, 0), 
[‘me$(x-E)-%e$(y-L?)](t--a)=[‘(l)-Jo [AT*[12(0)d0. 
a 
But from (C. 1 1 ), 
and 
(Y-O)(t) = Y(O) = co, t>O (C.23) 
(Se: P)(t - a) = (Se”, [“)( -a), 
As a result 
(CT”,(r) = lo, Vr 2 0. (C.24) 
where 
[IIJlei(x-Z)](t-cc)=f(cr), 
/(n)=(%e~[3)(-a)+[2(a)-[o [AT*lJ2(0)d8. 
2 
But for t = 0, there exists a unique u E L&,(0, h; Rk) such that 
[we”, ol( -ol)=f(a), LYEZ(-l&O) 
(by hypothesis on 9IIe0, ). Also 
[!lJle:(x-E)](t-a)=(!JJleD,[s(t)(x--)I)(--cc), 
where for any function z: [0, cc [ -+ Rk and t > 0 
(s(t) z)(r) = z(t + r), r > 0. 
So necessarily 
(!JJle”,[s(t)(x-Z)])(-a)=f(a)=(f132e0,(x-E))(-or) 
and by hypothesis on mZe0, for all t >, 0 
s(t)(x-E)=x-E=u a.e. in [0, co[. 
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Thus u is a constant function in [0, m[. In particular 
i = & x E w:;go, co; W) =a x(t) - q t) = x(O), Vt>O 
and 
i2(x) = j” d&Lx(O) - j” d&O+ j” [A T*i12 (0) do. (C.25 ) 
? 1 1 
By a similar technique we can get an analogous expression for i’. F’rom 
(C.6), 
and from (C.15) 
h(t-r)- [2re0,Q+$eo+;“](t-cf)= [AT’[]“t- f0 [AT’j]’ (6)dO 
+ 
I, 
I 
S(T) e+‘z[Ar*i 
,I 
Moreover using identities similar to (C.20) 
(e +y’)(X - 1) + 17(e0, y), (!x) + E(eO, x),(a) 
=$(f-c()- [Se’+ y+LZe:x](t-r) 
and 
‘1’ ds I (xl, 
I?^ 
’ t(.s)[A7-*<]I ds](cx) + [R(eO, Q), + L(e0, Z),](n) 
0 
= ti(t - 2) - [,Xe: 52 + Yei - =](t-a)- [A’*<]()- i” [AT*;]’ (6)dO. 
“2 
The substitution of the last two equations into (C.16) finally yields 
{‘(a)= [A’*(]“+~~ [P*i] (S)dO-j” d,,rl;“- [‘I d&(O). (C.26) 
a 2 -1 
When h is finite we obtain an additional condition. To see that we go 
back to (C.15) and use the fact that 
,=“(t)=x(t)-x(0) and Q(t) = y(t) - ;” 
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to rewrite (C.15) in the following way 
[YJle~x-%e% y](t)= [YRe~x(O)-%eO,~](t) 
+ j: (eyh[AT*i]‘)( -s) ds, 
(C.27) 
[j-YTeO, y-YeO,x](t)= - [XeO,~+2eO,x(O)](r)+ [AT*c]O 
+ 
s 
d (e;h[AT*[]2)( -s) ds. 
The right-hand sides of systems (C.6) and (C.27) are equal for almost all 
t 2 0. Hence for t > h, 
O=Mx(O)-N?+j’ [AT*i]‘(e)de, 
-h 
o= -[$+Lx(O))]+ [AT*(]o+jo [AT’(]’ (c)de, 
(C.28) 
-h 
where x(0) (resp. p) is the constant function defined on [ -15, 0] by 
x(o)(e) =X(O) (resp. pa(e) = co). 
(ii) In part (i), we have shown that any < = (co, [‘, [*)ED(A~*) is of 
the form 
(C.29) 
i2t4 = t2W + j” dedo - j” doi”, 
1 z 
where 
ryN)= pT*i]o+ j” pT*i]l (e) de, 
1 
p(~r) = j” [A’*~I* (e) de, 
% 
and 
5’(O) = CA T*il”, [A “[] l= -D5’, 
E2(0) = 0, [AT*[]* = -05’. 
(C.30) 
(C.31) 
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For h finite 
(’ E Ivy-h, 0; W), (‘E w’q -h, 0; Rk), 
4’(-h)=Hp+Lx(O), ~2(-h)=N~a-M.x(0), <2(o) = 0. (C.32a) 
for h= x: 
5’ E W”,;;( - co, 0; KY), (‘,D<‘ELP(-co,O;W), 
i;‘E Iv’+m,O;Rk), p,DpELP(-a,O;Rk), p(o)=o. 
(C.32b) 
If i = (i”, i’, c2) is of the form (C.29) and verifies condition (C.32) then 
from (C.31) 
AT’< = (l’(O), -Dl’, -or’). (C.33) 
Since definition of AT*< depends on the representation of i in terms of 
i”, to, <‘, and <*, we must show that A’*[ is independent of the choice of 
representation. More precisely we must prove that 
YO 5 =o. 
{‘(ci) -so d,,fgO - [‘I d,,i;;” = 0, (C.34) 
1 “il 
(‘(x) + 1” d,,pLfO - [‘I d,,v(” = 0. 
2 “2 
implies 
<‘(O)=O, D[‘=O, D[‘=O. (C.35) 
From the first and last equations (C.34) 
p(x) + ?*O d&y = 0. (C.36) 
T 
By hypothesis on !NeO, and <*, there exists a unique ,f E Lf&(O, h; Rk) such 
that 
and 
(me”, .f Nt) = -Dst2( -Q t E I(0, h) 
(me”,F)(t)= -J’ Dfj~2(-~~)d.s=<2(-t), 
0 
(C.37) 
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But (C.36) is equivalent to 
(me”, t’)(t) = 57 - t), fEZ(O,h) 
and by uniqueness of solution 
eTF=eT$ in Z(O,h)*O=F(0)=[O. 
From this we conclude from (C.34) that 5’ = 0 and &j* = 0 and that iden- 
tities (C.3.5) are verified. This proves that A T’[ is well defined for all [ given 
by (C.29)-(C.32). 
To complete the characterization of AT* and D(A **) we must prove that 
any [ = (lo, [‘, [‘) E Zp of the form (C.29)(C.32) belongs to D(AT*), 
exists in Zp, (C.38) 
where 
a(t) = KY(t), (eO, Y),, (eO, x),) + (0, z(r) i’, t(r) i*) (C.39) 
and (x, y) is the solution of system (C.6). Note that 
(=feO, i”)( -a) = j” 4d”, 
I 
(Ye”, $)( -f.x) = j” d,E,(O, 
1 
(C.40) 
VW+ t”)( -Co = j” 4d0, 
1 
(Se: R)( -a) = j” dev[O. 
OL 
Substitute the expressions (C.29) for [’ and c2 into system (C.6) 
[YJle”,(x-$)-%e0,(y-~D)](t)=(e~h~2)(-f), 
& (y(t)-P- C~e”,(y-1~)+~e0,(x-~‘-0)l(t)=(eTh5’)(-f), (C.41) 
y(0) - co = 0. 
But by hypothesis (C.32) 
(T2 E W,‘$!(O, h; Wk) and t*(o) = 0. 
As a result on Z(0, h) the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 in part I are verified 
and there exists a unique solution 
(A-, Y) E W:&‘(O, h; Rk) x H’;;:(O, h; ET) (C.42) 
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such that 
(YJle”, X-- YleO, Y)(t) = (eih12)( -t), 
(l-SVeO, Y-L?eO,X)(t)=(e;h(‘)(-f), 
Y(0) = 0, 
and X( 0) = 0. 
By uniqueness of solution 
X(t) = x(t) - to, Y(t)=y(r)-p, t30 
=+x(O) = co, y(0) = p. (C.43 ) 
With the additional information (C.42), (C.43) we are now ready to 
prove that limit (C.38) exists. Introduce the functions 
[i!( 0) = [Oe”“, [f(d) = <(‘e”‘, UEZ(-h,O), E>O, (C.44) 
To = e” [I) + et ;“, $ = eo s’y + (,‘: fo (C.45 ) 
By construction, for all T> 0, 
p E W’.p( -h, T; R”), $ E W’.p( -h, T; R”). (C.46) 
Define the new functions on Z( -h, 0) 
Il/‘(x)=(‘(r)-Hr+Lr: 1, t,b*(a)=[*(a)+MP .-Np 1. (C.47) 
The functions [’ and [* can now be rewritten in the following form: 
i’=*‘+z%f+Ly;, <* = $* - M(P $ iv;;:. (C.48 ) 
It is readily seen that all the terms in cf and <p and the functions [’ and <’ 
are Z,“-functions on Z( - h, 0). As a result 
$‘eL”(-h,O; R”) and $*eL”( -h, 0; Rk). 
Moreover, by Lemma 2.2 in part I for all T> 0, 
i”.~ C’(0, r; Lp( -h, 0; KY)) n C(0, T; W’.p( -h, 0; R”)), 
(; E C’(0, T; Lp( -h, 0; I@)) n C(0, T; W’,p( - h, 0; Elk)), 
and 
HP, Lp E C(0, r; R”), Map, NT:: C(0, T; Rk). 
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As a result it is easy to compute the distributional derivative of $’ and Ic/*, 
D,$W = W’(4 - WQ~ + ~mTyl( -co = D,5’(a) 
- [X’e” DC: + 2eO Dtf]( -a) 
and by hypothesis (C.32), 
D,*‘=D,~‘-~D,~~-LD,~~EL~(-~,O;[W”) 
since for h = co, 
D, if = EC; E Lp( - co, 0; KY), 
Similarly 
D, tf = ~5; E Lp( - 00, 0; U@)). 
D,$*=D,~*+ii;io,+~D,~~~LP(-hh,O;Rk) 
and necessarily 
+’ E W’-p( -h, 0; R”) and I)’ E Wp( -h, 0; Rk). (C49a) 
When h=co, II/‘(-oo)=O, and Ic/‘(-co)=0 by Lemma C.4; when h is 
finite we can use identity (C32a), 
$I(-h)=[‘(-h)-H&Lr;=r’(-h)-H[-O-L$=O, 
t+b2(-h)=~2(-h)+M&V~=~2(-h)+A4~o-N~D=0. 
So for both h finite or infinite 
$‘(-h)=O and t+b’(-h)=O (C49b) 
and necessarily 
qhl) E w’q - co, 0; R”), e ;“I)’ E w’q - co, 0; W”). (C.50) 
So from Lemma 2.2 for all T> 0, the functions 
t + r(t) eLh$’ and t + z(t) “The2 
belong to C’(0, T; Lp( -h, 0; KY)) and C’(0, c Lp( -h, 0; Rk)), respectively. 
Consider the state a(t) given by (C.39), 
a(t) = (y(r), &PO, Y), + E(eO, XII, Re”, Y), - We”, x),1 + (0, r(t) i’, r(t) 1*). 
For each term containing a structural operator we have seen in part (ii) of 
the proof of Theorem 4.1 that 
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for the operator A and the same results for E, ii;i, and i%i. Finally 
a(t) = m(c), Y,, x,) + (0, z(t) ‘b’? x(f) ‘I”), (C.51) 
where 
y =e” if +eO, y, 2 = e0 [i’ + e: x 
and for all T> 0 
y E WiJ’( -h, T; R”), x E W’.“( -h, T; Rk). 
In view of the properties of y, x, $‘, and rl/’ we conclude that each term in 
the expression (C.51) for a(t) and a fortiori a(t) belong to C’(0, T; Zp) for 
all T> 0. This shows that limit (C.38) exists and that A. belongs to D(A ‘-‘). 
(iii) Denote by d the following linear subspace of Zp: 
i = Qd’(O), 4’7 d’) + (0, ‘fc 03 
.d = 
1 
[ I$‘, t+b’ E W’.p( -h, 0; R”), Q2, $’ E W’J’( -h, 0; I@), (C.53) 
~‘(-h)=0,~‘(-h)=0,1C/2(0)= -Nf+M& 
First, we show that ,d c D(A ‘*) and that for each 5 in .d, 
A’*[ = F(Hcj’ + L/+5’, Dc,b’, D@) + (y?‘(O), -D’jj’, -D’/I~). ((2.54) 
Pick an arbitrary [ in &’ with its representation in terms of d’, qS2, $‘, and 
II/‘. The pair (x, v) is the solutin of the system 
Mx, - Ny, = (e;‘?+b2)( - t), J’o = ~‘,.u, = &, 
j(t)-Hy,-Lx,=(e+h~‘)(-t), y(O) = p. 
Define 
fW=kY’h’)(-t), g(t) = (e ;“$‘)( -t), 
Since Il/‘(-h)=O and $‘(-h)=O, 
.fE w’qo, a; W), ge w’qo, co; R”) 
and 
il442- Nd’ = ‘)2(O) = g(0). 
The hypotheses of Theorem 2.2(ii) in part I are verified and 
x(O) = d*(O), y(0) = d’(O), x E W”;f( -h, a; R”), I’E W;;f( -h, co; IL!“). 
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Then it is readily seen that 
s’*(t) i = KY(t), Y,, xt) + (0, z(t) $4 t(t) $‘I, 
Therefore 
D,s’*(t) i = K?(t), P,, -);-,I +(0, -z(t) Do*‘, -z(t) De@*) 
= F(W’ + Ld2 + Icl’(O), Dd’, 44’) - (0, s(t) Doti’, t(t) Do$‘) 
and this yields (C.54). 
We want to show (a) that AT*[ is well defined (i.e., independent of the 
representation of [, (b) d I D(A T*). 
(a) To show that AT*{ is well defined is equivalent to show that 
F(d’(O)Y d’, 4’) + (0, ‘4’9 ICI’) = 0 (C.55) 
implies that 
F(Hq5’ + Lq5’, DqS’, 04’) + (Ii/‘(O), -D$‘, -D$2) = 0. (C.56) 
We need the following three lemmas which will be proved at the end of the 
proof of part (ii). 
LEMMA C.2. For all p, 1 6 p < co, and all 12 1, W’vp( - co, 0; R’) c 
C,( - co, 0; R’). 
Proof: See Delfour [S]. [ 
LEMMA C.3. Given 4’ E W’,p( -h, 0; R”) such that d’(O) = 0 (resp. 
d2(0) = 0), the functions e” 4’ E W’,p( -h, co; 08”). Moreover, 
F&l5 belong to W1,p( -h, 0; KY), 
D@’ = -I?D@, (!@‘)(-h)=O, (I-%)‘)(O) = II@’ (C.57) 
Analogous statements hold for the maps L, M, and N. 
LEMMA C.4. Assume that for all T > 0, the map 
$YJleO, : LP(0, r; Rk) -+ LP(0, T; Rk) 
is an isomorphism. If there exists 4 E ‘3”( - h, 0; Rk) such that 
Aif4 E W1,p( -h, 0; Rk) and (HdNO) = wk 
then d(O) = 0. 
(C.58) 
(C.59) 
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From (C.55) 
4’(0)=0, i@‘+Lj’+$‘=O, i@-&h2+i,b2=0 (C.60) 
for $‘, d’, II/‘, $’ in W’,p and 
$‘(-h)=O, $2(-h)=O, i)*(O) = -Nqh’ + Mb’. (C.61) 
From Lemma C.3 and the first equation (C.60) 
@’ E W’.’ and (&b’)(O) = Nq4’ 
and from the last equation (C.60) 
jTf(p’ = &$’ + $2 E W’JJ and (i?@)(O) = NC/~’ + t+b2(0) = Mqb’ 
From Lemma C.4 we conclude that 
q?(O) = 0. 
Again from Lemma C.3, 
iq’ E W’J, (R4’W) = w’, and I$” E W’J’. 
(ly)(O) = L/p2 
and from the second equation (C.60) 
Hc+5’+Lq5’+$‘(0)=0. (C.62) 
Finally always from Lemma C.3 and from the fact that d’(O) =0 and 
q?(O) = 0, 
o=D[F@‘+L$h2+IC/‘]= -liiDq5-LDqP+Dl)‘, (C.63 ) 
o=~@Fp-ii@*+*21= -ND&+I~?D@+D*? (C.64) 
So we conclude from (C.62))(C.64) that (C.56) is verified. This proves that 
A ‘*1, is independent of the representation of i. 
(b) We now show that D(A ‘*) c .d. We have seen in parts (i) and (ii ) 
that any i = (co, [‘, [‘) in D(A ‘*) is of the form (C.29))(C.32). By introduc- 
ing the functions [p, [p, $‘, and $’ as defined in (C.44) (C.47) we have 
shown that 
for 
;f, i+b’ E W’,“( -h, 0; KY), I)‘(-h,=O, 
(;, I)’ E W’,“( -h, 0; R”), $“(-h)=O 
(C.66) 
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and from (C.31) 
p(o) = 0 * l)*(o) = (y(O) + M[; - Aq = AIt; - NC;. (C.67) 
By choosing 
4’ = c, 4’ = rg, 
it is readily seen that < belongs to A!’ given by (C.53). We have shown that 
any element c = (co, [‘, c2) can be put in the form 
[ = ((b’(O), $1 + FQ’ + Q/3*, l+b2 + Aq’ - M(b2), 
i = Jl$w), 4’2 4’) + (0,4c ti’) E J3f. 
(C.68) 
This proves that D(A ‘*) c d. 1 
Proqf of Lemma C.3. It suffices to prove the result for &5’. For each 
t#J EC,( -h, 0; R”) with 4(O) = 0 
the function 
e0,q5eCo(-h,+co; W) 
and is uniformly continuous. In particular the new function 
t+(eYqi),: [0, co[ -+R” 
belongs to C(0, co; R”) and (et q5)o = 4. 
By definition of i? 
(~~)(cr)=(~eO~)(-a)=H(eO_~)~. 
and Z74 belongs to C( -A, 0; P), Moreover, 
(Rd)(a) - Hd = H(eO q5L1 - H(eO dJo = H[(e’? i)-, - (e? 4jol 
and 
lim (&J)(U) = Hqi 
3-O 
When q5 E k@( -A, 0; KY) and d(O) = 0, then e” Q E W1tP( -A, co; R”) and 
by Lemma 2.2, 
D,(eY 4), = (eY W), in Cloc(O, co; Lp( -h, 0; l&Y)). 
Moreover 
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and by definition of R 
-D,&d=RD,cj in Lp( -h,O; iI%"). 
Therefore 
Hq5 E W'~"( -h, 0; W), (j%)(O) = ffd, and D&b= -nDc$. 
When h = CD, (fl4)( - h) = 0 by Lemma C.2; when h is finite 
(@)(-h)=H(eO #),=O. 1 
Proqf qf Lemma C.4. For n > l/h, define 
4(0)( 1 + n%), d,,(Q) = o 1. 
-l/nd%60, 
8 E I( - h, - 1 /n ), 
and $,,: I( - h, sco) + IF@, 
+,,(Q)= 
O,,( -Qh OE I(0, h) 
~ (%) 
n 3 %EI(-h,O). 
By definition of 4,, 
q5,,- c/5 E IV'."-h, 0; Rk) C4,,-dl(O)=O 
and 
CM(d, -4)1(O) = Wd,, - 4,. 
By linearity and (C.59) 
A&=iz;i(&,-&+&he I,!"~"(-h.O;R") 
and 
(J@,)(O) = cad, -0)1(O) + C~dl(O) 
=W4,-d)+M4=M4,,. 
By definition of $, 
$,, = 8 ICI, + e”, *,, = e” d,, + e”, I),, 
and 
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In particular for each tl E I( -h, 0), 
me0, ti,)( -a) = CJJWd - @I- PW A)( -a) = M(II/,) --5( - (@4,)(a) 
= Ml(II/,)-,- (Ic/Jol + W$Jo- G@n)w 
= MC(llr,)L, - (~Jol + w, - (A&J(~). 
But 
lim M(+,)L, - (+nhl =O, 
2-O 
lim {Mf$,-(HqS,)(a)} =O. 
a-0 
As a result 
‘iJJle0, $, E C(0, h; Rk) and i3-W IclJ(O) = 0. 
Fix T= min{ 1, h/2}. By hypothesis on me0, and Lemma 2.3(ii) in part I, 
there exists cT > 0 such that 
V’t, 0 < t < T, Ile”, +,Jl ~(0,~) d cT iIrmeo, Ic/nll LP(0.r) 
By direct computation this yields 
Id(O)1 dc.max{l(~e0,~,,)(s)l:Odsbtl 
and 
This completes the proof of Lemma C.4. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Consider the solutions (x, y) of (4.27) and (z, w) 
of (4.29) from which G and CT are defined. Identity (3.10) can now be used 
with T= h, 
i 
‘I [z(h-t)yi52(-r)+w(h-t).q51(-t)]dt+w(h)y50 
0 
= s d’ [$‘(t-h).x(t)+$‘(t-h)v(t)] dt+$Oy(h) 
and after appropriate changes in variables 
((dh), wh, zh)> (do, ‘d’> d’> = <($‘t ‘k’t +2), (y(h)> Yh> zh) > 
* (G’$, 4) = (ICI, W>. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.4. 1 
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Proof’ of Theorem 4.5. (i) By definition of G, Im G c dp. Conversely 
given any 4 = (d’(O), d’, 4’) E @‘, define 
.t-( t) = #‘(t - h), y(t) = 4’(t - h). t E [0, h]. 
Since (x, ?I) E L”(O, h; Rk) x W’,“(O, h; RN), we can define the clement 
$ = ($“, $‘, $‘) of 2” as follows for t in [IO, h], 
l/v’ = y(O), I)‘(-f)= [f-.Xe’: ,il-Ye’i -u](1), 
(Jo= [%ReO,x-\Jle’l j!](r). 
By construction (x, y) is the solution of system (4.27) for the constructed IJ 
and 
G$ = (y(h), yiI, .Y/,) = (d’(O), q5’, 4’) * .Hp c Im G. 
(ii) If $ E Ker G, then 
(.v(h)..v,,, x,,)=O==.v(t)=O and .xjt)=O on [0, h]. 
So the left-hand side of the three equations (4.27) are identically 0 and a 
fortiori 
$2( -r)-0, I)‘(-t)=O on [-/r,O] 
and 
$0 = 0 =3 I) = 0. 
(iii) From Theorem 2.1 with T= h, there exists a constant C(h) > 0 
such that 
i/-~/I [,a,,),,,)+ Il.4 u,1.r(o.,,,6C(h)CI~“I + lI$‘ll,~~, /i.o,+ lI’kz% ml 
and by definition of Gil/ 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.5. m 
Proqf‘cf Theorem 4.6. As in the proof of Theorem 4.2 we only need to 
prove (i) since (ii) and (iii) are each equivalent to (i). Let (x,J.) be the 
solution of 
[‘me”,.u-%e0,p](t)=(e;“[2)(-t), t > 0, 
[~-2Fe~y-L?e0,s](t)=(e+‘J(‘)(-r), y(O) = p. 
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where < = (co, [I, [‘) is an arbitrary element of Z*. Note that for t > 0, 
(Y(t+h),I’,+h,xl+h)=S(t)Gr. (C.69) 
Similarly let (z, w) be the solution of 
[llnTe~ z - dpTeo+ w](t) = (eJh$i2)( - t), t > 0, 
[G-A?Te”,w-Yl(JZeO+z](t)=(eyhlC/l)(-t), w(0) = $0 
(C.70) 
for some arbitrary $ = (11/O, $I, $“) in Zq. Again for t > 0, 
(w(t + h), wt+,z, z,,,,) = s’(t) G’ll/. (C.71) 
Use identity (3.20) with T= 7 + h, z b 0, 
I 
r+h 
[z(z+h-t).(e;h[2)(-t)+w(5+h-t).(e;h<’)(-t)]dt 
0 
+ W(T+h)qO 
and 
= s ' [~2(a)~x(T+h+a)+$1(a)~y(T+h+a)]da+~o~y(T+h). -h 
Finally in view of (C.69) and (C.71) 
(s=(T) G=$> i> = <(W(T+h), W,+/z> z,+/,h i> 
=(‘h, (Y(T+h),Y,+,,x,+,))=(~,S(T)G5). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.6. R 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. We only prove (4.34), the proof of (4.35) is 
identical. Let 4 E ZP. Then 
Fq5 = (do, Rd’ + Ld2, fld’ - li;id2) and GFd = (Y(h), Y/z, xh), (C.72) 
where (x, y) is the solution of the system 
[YJle”, x - %e: y](t) = (Nqi’ - i?d’)( -t), 
[j-Afe",y-5fe~x](t)=(Rqb1+Lfj2)(-t), Y(O) = 4". 
(C.73) 
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But by definition of the structural operators 
(A@‘-nTiqP)(-t)= [‘JZeOq5’-~lleO (P](f), 
(FTfj’+~~*)(-t)= [.f”eO cj’+Ypc” qP](t). 
(C.74) 
Using (C.74) (C.73) becomes 
Mx, - NV, = 0, X(, = q?, 
j(t)-Hy,-Lx,=O, J(O) = #‘, .I’() = 4’ 
(C.75) 
and by definition of S(h) 
S(h) d = b’(h), I’/?, x,,) = GF#. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.6. [ 
APPENDIX D 
Proof of’ Theorem 5.1. (i) By definition of .< and the properties of the 
system (5.12). 
(ii) By continuity of right and left translation operators. 
(iii) The special case u = 0, ,f‘= 0, and g = 0 has been proved in 
Theorem 4.1. So we can assume that < = 0. Moreover by the change of 
variable z = t - s we can always obtain the results on [s. x, [ from those on 
[0, m[. So we further assume that s=O in (5.12) and (5.13). 
Under the above simplifying hypotheses, system (5.12) reduces to 
(0.1) 
y( 0) = 0. 
Given $ in D(A7), let (2, u!) be the solution of 
M’i,-LTw,=O. 
k(r) - H’-w, - N.rzz, = 0, 
(40), M’O? =o )=$ED(A’). 
By definition of the semigroup {S’(t) ) on Zy, 
(u.(t), M’,,zI)=ST(f)l/?. 
(D.2) 
(D.3) 
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But system (D.2) can be put in the form 
!JJITeO,z-~TeO,w=$PTe~*l-YJITe~~ I)*, 
Li~-~~Teo+:w-~Te’eo,*=~Te~.*‘+~Te’)_*2, 
w(0) = Ifho. 
(D.4) 
We can use the identity (3.10) in part I for the solutions of system (D.l) 
and (D.4) 
I = {z(T-t). [9# ,e”,u+g](t)+w(T-t).[BoeO,u+f](t)}dt 0 
= 
s 
’ {[.TTe~$‘-%Te~lC/2](T-f)~x(t) 
0 
+ [Af’Te~$‘+%Te011/2](T-t)~y(t)} dt+$‘.y(T). (D.5) 
We now deal separately with each side of identity (DS). The right-hand 
side contains the terms in II/. Since YTeO $’ and YI’e9. $’ are zero outside 
the interval Z(0, h), we can change the variable t to o! = T- t and rewrite it 
in the following way: 
J, 0, {[L*~‘-iii*~21(cl)‘[e~xlT(a) 
+ [n*$‘+m*IC/‘](a).[e”, ~]~(a)) dcr+t,b’.y(T) 
= <F(.dT)? ce”, y)T, (e?x)T)2 (tio3 $‘, $‘)>. 
On the left-hand side we have terms in u of the form 
(D.6) 
@ =joTz(T-l). [B ,e:u](t)dl=jb ([911eo+]*F)(t).u(t)dt, 
where 
F(Z) = z( T- t). 
We have seen analogous terms in the proof of Theorem 3.2 in part I and 
have shown (cf. (B.6)) that 
By substitution into (1 ), 
0 = s,’ (B Fe”, z)( T- t) . u(t) dt. 
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Now consider the new term 
0 =I(‘, [B:l+b’](a). (e”, u)T (cc) dcc = i”,, (.qeO lp)( -a(). (e”, u)( T+ x) da 
-7 
= 
i 7 1, 
(d:e” $2)(T-~).(e(‘+u)(t)dt=j’v(~?8fe0 $‘)(T-t).u(t)df. 
0 
By adding (iJ and @ we obtain 
@+@=[:B 
-7 
;zT- ;u(t) dt= 
J 
(z, ,, (B:)* u(t)) dt 
0 
since 2 E W’.“( -11, T, IL!“). Finally 
@ =1,,’ (z7- ,, (BT)* u(t)) dt- (t+b2, B,(e(; u,,.). 
By analogy 
j-; w( T- t). [.&,e; u](t) dt = s,: ( \tt7. 1 - ,, (&:‘I* u(t) > dt - (ti > &(P + O u,,). 
(D.7) 
Finally the left-hand side of identity (D.5) is equal to 
s 
’ ((w7.m,, (B,T)* u(t)>+ (zTm,, (B:)* u(t))+w(T-t)..f’(f) 
0 
+z(T- t).g(t)j dt 
- ($‘? BO(e!+ uJT.) - (ti’? Bl(eo+ u)T). (D.8) 
By combining (D.6) and (D.8) through identity (D.5) we finally obtain 
($? F(L’(T)? te”, y)1--, (etX)7.)+ (0, BO(e:u)T? B,(e’+u),)) 
-7 
= 
! 
f(lG(T-t) $I’, (%I* u(f)) o 
+ (CWT- f) @I21 (BT)* u(f)>) dt 
+ J’ r c ( S:(T-t)lC/]‘(o).f(t)+ [s;4T-r)$l’(O).R(t)) dt. 0 
Define the maps 
B7‘: V+ IT’, B’(d’, 4’, 4’) = B,@’ + B:$2, 
6,: R” x Rk + v’, ~~o(~,~~2)~~)~~~.,=~,~~‘(0)+~2’~2(0) 
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So by definition of the state a(r) in (5.13) of Definition 5.1, 
(.$,4T)),,,= s T {BTS;(T-t)$94(t) 0 
or 
+ ($2 ST,(T- t)* 6o(f(t), g(t))>} dt (B.9) 
j*i(T) = j’S:(T- t)” C(F)* u(t) + d,(f(t), g(t))] dt. 
0 
(iv) Let AC be the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup (S$(t)}. 
For all $ in D(A ‘,), the function 
is differentiable with respect to t in L*(O, r, R), 
By density of D(A ‘,) in V and continuity of the right-hand side with respect 
to $ in the V-topology the equation is true for all $ in V since 
jAT,$=ATjy$, 
where j,: D(AL) -+ V is the usual natural dense injection. This yields (5.21). 
(v) We have seen in part (ii) that ..? E C(s, T; Zp). In view of (5.21), 
~ii(r) = (A ?* a(t) + (BT)* u(t) + do(f(tX g(t)), t 2 s, 
the function 
d 
t -,- j2(t): 
dt 
[s, T] + Y 
belongs to L*(s, T; V’) and a fortiori 2.~ V(s, T; Zp, v’) is a solution of 
(5.23). The proof of uniqueness uses standard arguments. 
APPENDIX E. 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. We only prove the lemma for N,. The proof for 
B,, and M, is similar. By hypothesis (6.37) on N,, to prove (6.39) is 
equivalent to prove 
N24 = (m*d)(o) (1) 
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when N2,0= 0. For all T> 0 we can associate with N, the continuous linear 
map 
%,I L”(0, T; R”) -+ Lp(O, T; iRk2) (2) 
and the structural operator iii,. Hypothesis (6.37) on v? is equivalent to 
where F: I( -h, cc ) + R” is the constant function C( t ) = c, V’t. 
Introduce the function 
J=e”-d+eO,&O). 
For O<t<h, 
(4) 
lN24)( -t) = w,e” d)(t) = (%M) - (&e’: qqO))(t), 
(m24)( - t) - N24 = N2($, - 6,) - (%,e: 4(O))(f). 
(5) 
By hypothesis (3) and the uniform continuity of 4, 
V&>O, 36>0, VO<t<d, I(‘%@+ Qw))(t)l d 8 Id(O 116, -&II cd 1;. 
This shows that the left-hand side of (5) goes to zero a t goes to zero. 
Therefore m,d is continuous at 0 and equal to N2+b. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 1 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. (i) First, we prove that the map (46) is well 
defined. This amounts to showing that Cc is independent of the represen- 
tation of [ in terms of d’, d2, t+b’, and t+b2. Assume that 
o=r=~(~1(o),~‘,~2)+(o,~‘,~2). 
Then 
4’(O) =o, i@‘+Lqh2+$‘=0, lqb-&?~“+lj’=0. 
From Lemma C.3, 
imply that 
4’ E W’.p( -h, 0; W) and (b’(O)=0 
Z@’ E I++‘( -h, 0; IIF), (f@‘)(O) = W’, 
ii’@ E I#“~“( -h, 0; Rk), (&b’)(O) = Nc$‘. 
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So in view of the properties of +’ and 1,9*, 
A@’ = $’ + I%$’ * (f%@‘)(O) = It/‘(O) + @‘(O) = lp(0) + N@. 
But [E D(A ‘*) and 
l)*(o) = MqP - Nfj’ = (lv$b’)(O) = MC/P. 
By Lemma C.4 the last identity implies that 4*(O) = 0. So finally 
0 = [rn*y+’ - li;r,& + l@](O) = N,(P - M,qq - 430) + $S(O) 
= cg -c&(O) = cc. 
This shows that the linear map C is well defined. It is continuous when 
(D(AT*) is endowed with the norm 
Ilillc= llillzP+ II~T*illzr+ Icrl&. 
However, since this topology is finer than the topology induced by the 
graph norm of AT*, 
where PC denotes the closure with respect o the C-norm topology. By 
the inverse mapping theorem the two topologies coincide and C is 
continuous for the graph norm topology of AT‘. 
If IV, has an isolated singularity at 0, then from Lemma 6.1, the 
evaluation of 
at 0 make sense 
G(O) = N24’ - N2,04W - M28 + M*,odW) + ICI:(o) 
and necessarily 
cc = G(O) + N*d’(O) - ~*,cd:(w 
(ii) Again we first prove that the map (6.52) is well defined. Then its 
restriction to D(AT*) coincides with the map (6.44) (set w=O in (6.52)). 
Assume that 
Then 
fp’(O)=O and $4’ E w’q -h, 0; R”) 
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implies that 
IQ’ E W”( -h, 0; W) and (Nqis’)(O) = Nqs’. 
Moreover, by hypothesis on B,, and M,, 
(8,2~~)(O)=B,z~-B,z,ow(O), (%4:)(O) = M24f - Mz.,,d:(O). 
Finally 
ci = N*d’ - (A,&)(O) + (B,zw)(O) + l):(o) 
= [fvz(b’ -A&& + BllM’$ l/z](O) = 0, 
since 
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